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Teachers picket
as BOG passes policy
by Robert J. Kosinski
Northeastern faculty members, carrying' picket signs;
marched for one hour throughout the campus in support of a
protest of the Policy Rewrite
of the Board of Governors of
State Colleges and Universities and the inability of the
Board . and the American
Federation of Teachers Union
to reach agreement on a
contract.
Chanting "Negotiate, don't
dictate," teachers began their
procession in front of the
Beehive Administration Building at about 1 pm. The march
was supposed to coincide with
similar instances· at the four
other schools under the jurisdiction of the BOG (Eastern,
Western, Chicago State and
Governors State.)
While the
protest I was
occuring, the Board passed the
Policy Re-write at their meeting in Macomb. Provisions in
the ~dopted policy to which
the Union strongly objected
were "vague" personnel policies which they say leave much
to the discretion of th~
university administrators, six
year probationary perio~ for

Referendum
fate decided
next week
by Robert J. ·Kosinski
The Student Supreme Court
of Northeastern will meet on
Tuesday, October 3 to decide
on the validity of the Student
Fee Referendum h eld on
September 20 and 21. 'The
Court will discuss the events
and discrepancies which led to
the delay in the tabulation of
voting results wh ich could
have made it manditory for
part time graduate students to
pay student fees; . all students
to pay a $9 Athletic Fee; and
for students to pay a $15
Hospital Insurance Fee.
The decision to -cease all
counting procedures, seal the
ballot boxes and to bring
boxes and election materials to
the Office of Safety and
Security was · made on the
night of September 21 by
members of the Referendum
Committee after events,
thought to be questionable,
occurred.
Problems began when two of
the off-campus referendum
posts, those at the Uptown
(Cont'd on page 6)

[above] Teachers pose with signs after hour-long march, [below]
Williams addresses the UNI assembly last Tuesday. [Photos by
Cindy Hagerty]

Davis to head
Board of Governors
Leon Davis, a supervisor in
the customer relations department of Peoples Gas, Light
and Coke Company, has been
elected chairman of the Board
of Governors of State Colleges
and Universities. Davis, a
member of the Board for the
past four years was voted in to
the position at last week's
Board meeting in Macomb.
Chicagoan Dominick Bufalino will serve as the vice-chairman of the board, and former

chairman Peter Lardner was
elected a member of the
Executive Committee.
A favorite of the non.-voting
student members of the BOG, ,.,
Davis takes over amidst the ·
current conflicts and contro·
versy in faculty contract
negotiations among the five
BOG schools (Northeastern,
Eastern, Western, Chicago
State and Governors_State.)
He will serve a two year
term.

instructors awaiting tenure
and the designation of college
deans as administrators rather
than faculty.
Members of the AFT Union
Local 1005 will vote next week,
October 3 and 4, on _w hether or
not a strike vote should be
called. The reason for the
"vote on a vote" procedure is,
according to the Local President Margaret Schmid, because of the serious nature of
the matter.
The University Assembly
met on Tuesday, September
27, to di~cuss the contract
negotiations and allow faculty
to ask questions of Schmid
and University President Ronald Williams. A major point of
discussion surrounded a chart
presented by members of the
Mathematics • Department,
whic.h showed that faculty
salary increases were relatively
low compared to any other
university segment.
Both Schmid and Williams
expressed the hope that a
strike would not be necessary
for the resolution of problems
related to the collective bargaining negotiations.
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~ltor
nialice?
Editor,
Despite a failure to distinguish between wit and malice,
and a tendency to allow
bombast to serve for rhetoric,
rhetoric for sentiment, and
sentiment for reason , the
recent epistle of Thomas the
Apostle, uncharitable mission•
ary to the multitude, blends
preciosity of phrase with
paucity of thought in a manner
we find endearing, pleased as
we are with simple, childish
things. We are most particularly charmed by his affecta~
tion of affection for Ciceronian
Rome, that just and ordered
city which produced the like of
Nero, Tiberius, Commodus and
Caligula, singular examples · of

.

. .

rec~~g attack of intellect~;l

flatulence, we encourage you
to recite this paraphrase of
Dean Swift's verse:
However fine and rare his
wits,
Corfman, like my Caelia,

I remain, Sir,
Your most devoted
And most humblest
Servant,
Petruchio Pickle

~hat is kilo~ledge?

Dear Editor,
a chance• never is given, as far
University is an institution as the final evaluation is made.
de8igned to broaden I human
Therefore, I have a · very
knowledge. Knowledge can be good suggestion for my colclassified in many ways. 1) leagues: Don't take your
What you suppose to learn knowledge to the classroom.
from a course. 2) What you Just go along with the herd.
may know already for the topic
Moreover, one may encountor the area assigned by . the er other paradoxical phenomecourse; and 3) how knowledge na. You may take a course in
can help you, or send you Physics and find out that the
down in the bottom when you · teacher has a broad knowledge
are using what you· already
in Humanities and Western
know." ·
Civilization or in a literature
Contradictory? Perhaps, but course the teacher knows much
humanitas, civilitas, urbanites,
let
myself clear what I mean. about Kautilia (Indian political
and many an other ·tas. Lest
One
registers for a course; he t4inker) as well as natural
we ~ "thought ungracious, we
shall only suggest that the goes all through the readings sciences. Paradoxical also is
and lectures, and finally comes the admiration I have drawn
grandeur of Rome rested on
to the exam date. To his for my activity and publicathe ignominy of slavery and a
surprise
some irrevelant ques- tions on Human Rights issues
fascist domination of the
known world, considerations tions may be on the exam, the as a member of Amnesty
International from professors
that should not trouble the philosophy of Rousseau for
example,
in
a
history
course.
of
literature rather than politiserenity of Mr. Corfman, who
Although
tricky,
however,
the
cal
scientists. But better stay
appears to have received
divine assurance that in a student happens to have aloof rather than participate.
former age, he would have studied extensively Rousseau During the · summer I had an ·
been born to the purple, not and he is happy with the trick argument with a historian
the plow, and have served in question; he has caught a good (some may recall) about his
the Senate, not the galleys. We fish. But alas! The essay is alleged human iights viola·
returned with a C- then, he has tions in People's Republic of
can share your drems, Mr.
Corfman, but not your inno- no other choice than to lay China. I told him that both
back and laugh for the Amnesty International art'd
cence.
The International Commission
We are less inclined to take • ignorance of his ma~ter.
Ignorance
is
human
characof
Jurists had nd human rights
delight in the posturings of
teristic,
Aristotle
argued.
Even
violation
recorded in China.
Undoubting Thomas, which
Rousseau on his "Discourse on Upon insistence I had, to admit
call to mind the Pharisee who
Inequality" says: The others that probably I was wrong
thanked God that he was not
all
know nothing but believe since I had realized that inside
like other men. Since, however,
they kno·w something, and experience could not be fitted
this posture has merely moved
while I, too, know nothing, I
to the wrong perception the
other men to thank God that
at
least
have
no
doubt
of
my
historian
had formed through
they are not like Mr. Corfman,
-the
propoganda
-of the press.
ignorance.
we are content merely to
But when knowledge sends a
"The student is the grass and
rejoice at the salutary rise in
student to the ·bottom in an his master the wind. When the
self-esteem amongst the stuinstitution where he is going to wind blow the grass bent,"
dent body.
·
learn
it is a regrettabl~ and Confucious said. Why not?
We cannot, however, pass
paradoxical experience.
When someone else is on the
over Mr. Corfman's pretenI remember a teacher teach- driver's seat you either go
sions ' to morality. We are
ing Physical Geography as the along or find yourself outside
puzzled, nay, w~ are given
study of Graphs · and Maps.
the vehicle. And of course it is
pause, - bemused, bewilOne student in the course better to stay in, everi along
dered, befuddled pause - , by
classified in his exam the with a few who should have
a conception of morality that
course as the study of been ·b us drivers rather than
seems to preclude any element
Environment and got an F. He masters.
of charity or grace, a morality
argued with the teacher that
Nick Retsos
that seems to rest solely on
the
textbook
classified
in
its
Mr. Corfman's assurance of his
introductory page the Physical
superiority to the common run
Geography as the study of
of mankind. If you are blessed
Environment. The teacher felt
with uncommon talents; Sir,
insulted in the revelation of
your proper duty is to prepare
teaching from a book without
with humility to accept uncomreading its introductory page, : .We represent over 700 :
mon responsibilities. It is
and a low grade fell like a ♦ radio stations across •
unworthy of you, Sir, to betray
guillotine on the student who • the country. Most of :
your gifts in frivolous flaunts
had done nothing wrong but : my sbmmertime .col- ♦
of adolescent arrogance. The
tried to learn the truth.
illustrious Dean to whom you
• lege help are earning ♦
In both above cases an
refer may have loathed man: in excess of $200 per :
ignorant student may have
kind, although heartily loving
gone through with As. Luck or • week for 30 hours of ♦
John and Peter and even
chance
may have easily provid- • work. If you really want .:
Thomas, but he harbored no
ed
the
answer desired. But : to earn a good salary ♦ ·
illusions about Jonathan. We
only
the
person who can • and enjoy talking on •
invite you, Sir, to consider the
:
defend his belief or give ♦ the phone, contact
difference between a scribbler
rational
grounds
for
its
worth
and a Scriblerius.
: Allman Schulman •
may be said to have know- ♦
When, in the future, you feel
478-9867
•
ledge, Plato argued. But such
yourself likely t o suffer a

•

................

: RADIO. TIME•
•
SALES · •

••••••••••••••••••

•···············

Hours set for
counselors ..
at-large .
The University Counseling Center announces the
following "Counselor-At-Large" schedule for the fall
trimester. Having a counselor on call enables the services of
the Center to be available to students on a walk-in basis
throughout the day.
Each counselor clears certain mornings and/or afternoons
throughout the week where no appointments are made.
Thus, it isn't necessary for students having problems or
questions necessitating immediate attention to sign up in
advance for an appointment. Students .often make use of
the Counseling Center during these times with concerns
relating to the sel~tion and planning of course programs,
grade point averages including policy in regard to
probation, graduation requirements, choice of a major, etc.
Students with concerns about vocational goals or
personal difficulties which will take more time to work out
are requested to have the receptionist arrange an
appointment for them with a counselor.
Aside from daily hours, the Center is also open every
Wednesday night from . 5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. to
accommodate students who have off campus commitments
during the day.
"At Large" schedules run from 9:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m.
daily.
MONDAY

9:00-12:00 a.m.
12:00-3:00 p.m.

TUESDAY

9:00-12:00 a.m.
12:00-3:00 p.m.
9:00·12 :00 a.m.
12:00-3:00 p.m.
5:30-8: 30 p .m.
9:00-12:00 a.m.12:00-3:00 p.m.

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY
FRIDAY

9:00-12 :00 a.m.
12:00-3:00 p.m.

David Helfand
Barbara Bales

I

Dennis Duginske
David Helfand
Barbara Bales
Griff Pitts
Dennis Duginske
Dorothy McCreery
Dennis Duginske
Griff Pitts
Dorothy McCreery

PRINT, the officially recognized. student newspaper
serving Northeastern Illinois University, 5500 N. St. Louis
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583-4050, extensions 508 and 509. After 9:00 PM or ·
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commentary
"Theirs is not to make reply,
Theirs is not to reason why,
Theirs is but to do and die."
Alfred, Lord Tennyson
I hope that the two or three
of you who turned to this page
in the hopes of reading · a
commentary by the Editor of
this publication will not be
disappointed by the presenta·
tion which is to follow. Indeed,
though I always keep a steady
stream of comments and ideas

in the works and often on
paper (many of which will
never see the light of day], I
co~sidered this to be a far
better achievement than anything I could come up with at
this point in time. It comes to
us from this year's Jerome
Sachs scholar, who has a·
chieved a 5.0 grade point
average at Northeastern and
had to pay a price for caring.
- Kosinski

Serendipity
by Judy Macior
rangement which other stuHow does one begin a story dents could take part in; or the
that fits into none of Shake- story about the faculty memspeare's major categories or ber who never met a student
anyone's frame of reference as and refused to take her for
it grips and pulls apart at the student teaching because of
self and hurts to recall. As a
something the student supposstudent, a former education edly said about her; or . the
turned Psychology major, and teacher who came to class in a
a concerned individual, where drunken stupor almost every
should I start: with the one other class session; · or the
about the faculty member who teacher who told a student she
misses classes frequently be- had to do an entire project
cause of a chronic illness then over because it was done on
grades students on attendence
the wrong· size card (2 inches
or should I recall the story off) ; then there's the one I
about . the student who was heard about the faculty departaccused of having an affair ment chairman who refuses to
with a teacher because they · sign grade change forms
shared the same side of an
saying that the department
argument; or the one about should , get tougher; or the
the faculty -member who
dean who won't make a move
refuses to let students know
without a committee; or the
how they are doing in class one about a studerit sitting
and justifies it by saying that
thru a committee realizing her
their grade will tell them how opinion isn't important - and
they are doing ; or the one not coming back again and
about the faculty advisor wlio
then receiving a letter after she
is rarely in during office hours hadn't attended meetings for
and when she is in, she is busy
the reason of telling her how
typing ; or the teacher who her input was appreciated; or
gets off on tangents so often
the one about the faculty
and so far it's hard to tell what members who sponsor a nonpoint is being made.; or the accredited university using
faculty member who's so busy UNI students ' time to benefit
criticizing other departments that college; or the one about
that he can't see the fault with the department chairman who
his own; or the faculty makes students cry after
member wno tells - students yelling at them; and -then
that their advisor is an idiot ; there's . . . and I could go on ..
or the one about the student . but I won't.
who was denied access to a
The above problems are sad
· specific student teaching ar- but they can be dealt with.

AIR FORCE ROTC IS NOW
BEING OFFERED

The saddest part is the story I dent of the University is more
have yet to tell: about the accessible than many faculty
student who got all A's in her I've had. If - you feel funny
education courses but got to about going to these people
student teaching and felt she because you don't know them,
was unprepared to t each: The come to the student governsaddest part is this student is ment office and ask someone
me. I could sit here and find it to go with you. (I have done
easy to write in vivid detail this for students before).
names of people involved in
Changing majors so late was
this story and the above a difficult decision to make.
situations but I find that The switch to Psychology was
somehow not important. My a pleasant one as all of my
objective is to inform the right experiences with this departpeople so this wor;i 't happen for ment have been positive. I feel
other students. I informed the I'm learning a great deal and
people in the administration of find .it extremely interesting.
the facts and it's now in their -I 'll never regret having been in
hands. I don 't feel it's the job the College of Education
of a student publication to air because of a few things that I
personal grievances but what found there that I wasn 't
is the job of the student looking for. The first is that I
publication and of students learned a lot from the students
who know the proper channels and faculty in the Special
to go thru , to build the Education Department. I have
university rather than to tear a great deal of respect for
it down, is to inform the those who have taught me to
students of these channels and look at things differently,, and
of who is willing to listen. I hopefully have made m.e more
would suggest to any student sensitive to others ' needs. The
with a problem with a faculty
second major reason I don.' t
member to write a letter to regret the experience .is beJohn Cownie (provost) in the cause of S()meone who . has
Academic affairs office or taught me a great deal about
President Ron Williams; or children, has . served as my
make an appointment to see advisor, and is a model of what
the Vice-President of Student a positi~e outiook on life C/in
Affairs - Dan Kielson, or his
bring;. her name is Dorothy
assista~t Barbara Cook.· These
Bernstein. The final reason I
people are concerned and they
have to mention is because of a
will listen. The Student Affairs· faculty member in the Elemenoffice will be able to tell you
tary Education department
what avenues · are open. Mr.
who has been an excellent
Kosinski is right, the Presiteacher, a person who's willing
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to stand up for what he
believes in, a caring individual,
and someone who has given
me advice which is in my best
interest (something not many
people are willing to do) and
his name is Phil Garrett.
Just as it ' s the job of
students to point out the
faults of the university it's
important that the strengths
are emphasized so they can
serve as a basis for growth and
improvement. I 'honestly be- ·
lieve that the students can do
this by noting the Dorothy
Bernsteins and Phil Garretts
by taking part in the Student
Senate faculty evaluations
because there are so many of
these people around and it's
hard enough to find people like
them in a lifetime, let alone a 4
year college career and other
students should profit from
the experience of studying
with these peopie.
I mention the latter half of
my ~rticle in detail because it's
· helped to cope with the first
half and because it's something I want to remember
because I know I'll miss it,
· and something I want the ·
university to remember and
not miss.
Paul Harvey once said "tliat
" .. . too often society looks at
a man and says he has one bad
eye, when what's more important is that he has one good
one." Harvey is worth listening to.

REC¥GLED
RECGRD·S
WE'VE GOT
the hot 100
the gold 200
rare sides
enduring classics
wide-open country
laughable comedy
collectable jazz
and of course, THAT record

and here are some facts that should interest you
about that:
• -courses open to college men _and women .
* No service obligation now .
* Full scholarsh ips available that pay tuition,
all fees, plus a $100 a month tax-free allowance .
* Spec ial State AFROTC scholarships available .
* An Air Force officer commission .
* The opportunity to get to know the spirit that ·
made out nation great.

Bring in your records and tapes for cash or TRADE.
Only the staff of Recycled Records, those dedicated vinyle
junc kies, are qua I if ied to help you find your way through 33
revolutions per minute.

--t

C

Contact: Capt. C. Denonn
Illinois Institute of Technology
Call: (312) 567-3525
Air Force ROTC
Gateway to a Great Way of Life

R
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MON. - FRI. Noon - 9 p.m .

4350 N. Cicero, Near Montrose

SAT.SUN
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Study
group
on health
awareness

\ announcements'
THERE ARE STUDENT" VACANCIES ON THE
following committees:
Student Affairs Council (2)
S tudent Fees and Allocates Committee (2)
Chairperson Media Board ( 1)
Student Satelite Advisor Commit tee (1).
Constitution Revision Committee ( 1)
Faculty Evaluation Committee ( 1)
Vehicle Committee (1)
Parking Appeals Board ( 1)
Supreme Court Vacancy ( 1)
Student Alternate ACPD ( 1)
Interested students please contact the S tudent- Government
Office and/ or attend the next Student Senate Meeting October
10, a t which time these vacancies will be filled.
THE NEXT . STUDENT SENATE MEETING WILL BE
October 10, 1977 at 7 p.m. in CC-217
THE CHARTER REVIEW BOARD WILL HOLD
meetings every Tuesday ·at 11 a.m. beginning October 4, in t he
Student Senate Conference Room.
.
·
THE STUDENT FEES AND ALLOCATIONS COMMITTEE
meets at 1 p.m. every Tuesday in the Student Activit ies
Conference Room .
THE PARKING AP P EALS BOARD MEETS EVERY
Thursday at 10 a .rri. in the Student Senate Office.
THINKING OF RETURNING TO SCHOOL? ALREADY
returned an_d have lots of unanswered questions? You're invited
to a reception here at Northeastern on Monday, October 3rd at
7:00 PM in room CC 217 (upstairs in the commuter center). Call
Northeastern 's Office Of Community Services if you would like
additional informat ion. 583-4050, X326.
COMMUNITY LISTENERS' RECEPTION, 1:30 PM,
Monday, October 3, in CC-217. Come meet our neighbors who
attend classes on campus as Community Listeners. Faculty,
students, staff invited. Program, refreshments.

AXE: Alpha Chi Epsilon is having a Smoker for new members
and old members as well, on October 1, 1977 at 1630 West Lunt
7:00 p.m . All UNI male students are invited. The refreshment~
are on us, as usual.. Beer, soft drinks , and munchies.
WANTED : BATON TWIRLERS : We need Majorettes for this
year's football and basketball games. If interested come to gym
Tuesday, October 4, or Thursday, October 6, at 1:00 p.m .
PETITIONS A RE AVAILABLE for any student interested in
becoming a Senator. Pick up petitions in Student Government
Office anytime. D~adline for submission is midnight October 11.
Senate elections will be held October 18, and 19.
KITE CONTEST: On Wednesday October 5, from 1 p.m. to. 3
p.m, t he Outdoor Recreational Committee will sponsor a Kite
Flying Contest at the UNI Athletic Field. Entry forms are
available in t he Gym Annex. Rain date is October 10.
'

,..........................................................................................

~

~

~

I·MASS OF THE HOLY SPIR IT ,.

.1 Noon, Rm. CC.:.217, Weds., ~
I Sept. 21 , to celebrate the I
~ New _ Year. Refreshments I
I will follow. We'd like to meet I

I you & have you meet each ~
~ oth er. Com e join us! Spon- I

I sored by Catholic Campus I
I ........................................................................................
M inistry.
I
~

~

ATTENTION ALL PERSONS INTERESTED IN SPECIAL EDUCATION : S tudent Council For E xcept ional Children
will hold a General Meet ing on Tuesday Oetober 4, a t 1 :00 p.m.,
in Room 3056. All are welcome! !!

EARN E.XTRA CASH
MAKE FREE TIME PAY OFF

ATTENTION WOMEN ! A Women ' s Awareness Group
DONAfE BLOOD PLASMA
Meeting is being planned for Thursday, October 6th, in the
. SIMPLE, CONVENIENT, Ar-ID PROFITABLE
EA RN UP. TO $65.00 A MON TH WHILE Y OU STUDY
Women 's Services Office (B 114). An alternate meeting time will
.OR RELAX, PLEASANT, COMFORTABLE FACILITIES, CON-be one of the topics for discussion as t his time can possibly
VENIENT LOCATION
conflict with other meeting times. A sign up sheet will be posted . '
HE LP SUPPLY CRITICALLY NEEDED PLASMA
on t he Women's Services Bulletin Board. Please come, and feel
free to bring your lunch.
CALL TOD AY FOR MORE INFORMATIO~
SENIOR RECITAL: Jean Kern, Classical Guitar, Friday,
October 7, 7:00 p.m., Recital Hall A13 1. Free to all.

WH OLE BLOOD DONORS ALSO NE EDED
INTERSTATE
BLOOD AND PLASMA CENTER
3324 WEST LAWRENCE
Tel: 478-2989
BRING THIS AD FOR SPECIAL BONUS

LAMBDA SIGMA ALPHA SORORITY invites all students
t o a tteqd our RUSH meetings on Oct. 4t h and 6th, at 1:00 in
room C 3071. Don't miss t his opport unity., because it, could
change your life!! !
E veryone is invted to a WINE AND CHEESE PARTY on
October 5, 3-5 PM , in CC214 to meet Sarah Hoagland, new lo t he
Philosophy Department and the Women 's St udies Faculty ;
Marge Witty , new Coordinator of Women's Services ; and Rose
Levinson, who will be direct ing the new program for returning
students. The Women 's S tudies Board and t he Philosophy
Department will co-sponsor the party.
TAU KAPPA EPSILON FRATERNiTY announces The
Knight to Party Beer Blast on Friday Sept ember 30th at 8 :00
p.m , Music will be supplied by the band Crayola. The Beer Blast
will be held at St. Nickolas Hall 2703 N. Narragonset t. Wine and
Coke will also be served. All U.N .I. students and t heir friends are
invited to attend.
CCAP Rollem Films will present an evening of swashbuckling
comedy with "THE THREE MUSKETEERS" , Tues. Oct. 4, at
7:00 in the Aud. Admission is free with UNI ID.
Wednesday, Oct. 5, at 12:00 in the Unicom, ·ccAB Unicom
Matinee Theatre presents " Dynamite Chicken" an X rated
cartoon. Admission is free. No one under 18 will be admitted.
Wed nesday Oct. 5 at 3:00 in the Unicorn, the CCAB
Coffee-bans will present Mark Weis _and Micheal Brook. Open
mike before, between, and after sets. Free coffee, tea, mucnhies.

A self help discussion group
for women on the topic of
health and body awareness is
forming through the Office of
Women 's Services. The group,
under the leadership of Lillian
Perlman, a Northeastern graduate, will deal with any and all
subjects related to the physical, and often psychological
betterment of t hose willing to
take part.
Perlman, who is currently
working on a Masters Degree
in Social Science , and has
study and practical experience
in psychotherapy and aerobics ,
s ays that " everything the
group members can think of,
can be dealt with in these
sessions."
Major discussion topics currently planned will deal with
how stress affects t he body
and the nutritional needs of
people in diffe r ent health
. situations. Other key topics
will include eating and emotions , and physical health as it
relates to pschological health.
Though she urges all participation, Perlman says she is
willing to meet individually
with persons who do not want
to join the groµp .
The orga nization meeting
will be held on Wednesday ,
October 5 at 12 pm in Room
B-11 4 . If interested , but
unable to attend at t hat t ime,
call Marge Witty at ext. 375 or
stop in t he Women 's Services
Office for more informat ion.
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3336 West Bryn Maw r - 478-9440.
FREE DE LIVERY 11 am - 2 pm

Del icious Submari ne Sandw iches
Hom emade Ch ili - Ice Cream
H omemade Soups

New Hours : 9:30 am to 7:30 pm

. L.:.,.L.:.,. L.:.,.r•V
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ALSO. , . Vegetaria n 's Delig hts
Moe, Larry , Cheese (4 ch eeses m elted)

I

1
1

L.:.,.U..

THIS WEEK ONL y
Small Drink with the
purchase of any
sandwich
offer good until October 6

.

I
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I
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1,cnny w ~sc&t•«!und Coolish
MMMMMMMMMMMMM Good!
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Dear God:

What would happen. if Christ
callle hac~ today?
by Jerome Brown
Want the inside track oii the
second coming of Christ? Ask
the "Ice Cream God." He is
Caepan, the gas station owner
in Powers' new book, "The
Unoriginal Sinner and the Ice
Cream God." The story is
about Tim Conroy, a young
man in his twenties, facing the
problems of growing old but
not growing up. It covers the
period in his life during college
and post-graduation. Conroy
thinks all his problems are
unique and learns the hard
way that they 're not.
One day, he asks C, e n if
he's an atheist. Caepan re1 ies,
"No, I just think He's a jerk."
"Can you scratch the middle of
your back?" "See, " Caepan
smugly says, "sloppy work."
Caepan tells Conroy that
when you pray to God and you
don't get what you want,
that some adult will say
"THAT God said no." "The
next time, you ask me, and I'll
give you an answer. See which
one you like best."
This is a departure from
, Powers' first two no'vels (Do
Black Patent Leather Shoes
Really Reflect Up? and The
Last Catholic in America) in
that it is a mixture of comedic
and serious elements, but it is
0

not a humorous story. It is a
story about getting ready for '
life.
In an interview, Powers
announced that his new book
will come out in paperback in
about a year. He also answered
some questions about his craft
and himself:
Q. In the book, Conroy has a
fantasy about becoming a
famous outfielder and later
about becoming a writ~r; do
you have an ambition to
become a famous writer?
A. No, I believe I'll stop
when I have nothing more to
say.
Q. When your last book
came out everyone said, ·
"What's next?"; did you find
comments like that as a form
of pressure or encouragement?
A. Neither, I hate to write,
But I like to have written.
Q. What do the critics think
of your work?
A. I write for what the
readers think, not the critics.
The major critics have been
favorable. Most critics will not
review a book, unless they
think it's good. Unless it's a
Jaquelin Susanne or some
other big name writer.
Q. What writers do you
know?

Business Dept. expands
by Siddy Ziegler
The Department of Business
and Manageinent is a trend
that is quickly growing all
over the country . A high
student demand for these
courses was noticed at North-·
eastern, and c;hortly before
September of 1975~ - a trial
arrangement was set up at
Roosevelt University. This
proved to be very successful,
and in the fall of 1975, under
the chairmanship of Eugene
Miller, this department was
opened up at Northeastern. It
is presently run by Dr. Eliezer
Geisler. Today, there are
approximately 1800 students
-in this program, 95% of the
spaces in the classrooms are
filled, and it is still said to be
growing.
Yet, even though this department has grown to be
quite large, it is still under the
heading of the College of Arts
and Sciences. According to Dr.
Frank Dobbs, the Dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences,
therej are tentative plans to
separation. Dr. Dobbs says
that a separation was always
LUNCH . DIN NER & LA TE :;N .:.CKS

PIZZA IN THE-PAN
Coc,i•l a1ls

Char·bro,lcd Gu llibu rg ers
Ribs • C t>i ckcn • S t eaks

intended and it is only a
question of time until it
actually occurs . However,
there are still problems that
must be smoothed over before
a separation can be seriously
considered. The primary reason is the need for full time
staff. It seems that well
qualified people to teach these
courses are not easy to find.
Expanded budgets are required for more office _and
classroom space, but that area
lies with the government ' and
state legislature. When a
reasonable number of these
problems are solved, there will
definitely be a separation. Dr.
Dobbs believes it will take
between two and five years,
and un'til then , the two
colleges will remain together.
The college of Business and
Management was an important addition ·to Northeastern.
Not only. did it raise the whole
population of the University,
but Dt. Dobbs feels that in
this department, students are
more oriented to a career when
the);' graduate fFom college:

A. I don't hang around with
any writers. I've met Terry
Lorrayne, author of The
Memory Book; Jessica Mitford, The American Way of
Death; and Earnest Lehman,
who is a screenwriter; he has
written screenplays for Black
Sunday, Sound of Music, King
and I, and West Side Story.
Q. What things do you like
to read?
A. I like to read magazines,
newspapers, probably less fiction than I should.
Q. How do you react to the
popularity of your books?
. A. I don't set out to make
·money. If I want to write, it's
later I 'll try to sell it.
This past week "The unoriginal Sinner, etc." appeared on
The Chicago Tribune's . bestsellers list as number 10. He
has promoted his book on
Chicago radio and television
and plans a tour in the near
future.
Powers received his bachelor ' s degree from Loyola
University, master's and
Ph.D. from Northwestern University. He is an associate
professor of speech here at
UNI. His articles have appeared in Chicago magazine
and Holiday magazine and I he
has also written for the
Chicago Tribune.
By the way, if Christ came
Back today , Joseph would
write a book, Mary would do
shampoo commercials, and
Christ would appear on the
Johnny Carson Show with a
film clip of his latest miracle.
Signed: God
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by Ann F. Holda
the state of Illinois.
The Northeastern Illinois
As sergeant of Police, Jack
University Police Department
will be assisting Lieutenant
welcomed a new sergeant on · Flood in supervising the duties
September 16. Jack Baker, a
of UNl's team of sixteen
ten year veteran of_UNI was
Police Officers and five stuchosen over two other applident aides. Jack "likes the
cants to fill the position. Born
Northeastern community and
and raised in Chicago, Jack
the concept of campus police, "
entered Northeastern as a
he would like to make a career
freshman in 1967. He left UNI
out of it. His goal at
for three years, during which
Northeastern is to "assist
he served the Army as a · Lieutenant Flood in providing
Military Police Sergeant in
the quality police service
Fort Bragg and Korea. From
which he would like to provide
October 1975 through Februfor the university." The main
ary 1976, Jack worked as a , goal of police officers at
campus safety and security
Northeastern is to prevent
student aide. In February
crime on campus from happen1976, after coinpleting written
ing in the first place.
and oral tests plus an interIn his free time, Jack likes
view, he was promoted to
to go camping, and is interestPolice Officer One, and entered
ed in ecology, conservation,
Police Training Institute for
and collecting antiques.
six · weeks. At Northeastern,
the "security guards" as they
"Fiow.ri ,t P/ai. J,,,. A
- - •·
are called are actually qualified
and trained police officers in

- - - -- - - - - - - - - ,.: ~
Jt- -o I.D.No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
} :U
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1.90 Jt-.
merchandise. Not transferable.

,._ Folding Cot
Jt- Pillows
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of UNI _police
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Baker named sergeant
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hicago , 111 . 478-6276

'

} Hollywood Bgd . 49.95
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,t, Full Matt & Box 68.00
} Queen Matt & Box88.00

Sergeant Jack Baker. [Photo by Cindy Hagerty)
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Refer,endum
(cont'd .from page 1)

Student Affairs V.P. Dan'Kielson meets with the UNI community at a reception in his1ionor last
Tuesday. [Photo by Cindy ~agerty]

before your classes start come to the
0

and Westside Community Centers, failed to return their
ballot boxes at a time .
previously specified ·to each
referendum coordinator. After
much waiting and consultation
with the Office of Student
Services , the Referendum
Committee decided to discount
all ballots cast from those
areas.
When counting procedures
finally began for the Main
Campus, El Centro and the
Center for Inner City Studies, ·
it was found thii.t a significant

•ca,. ai,P•ALsa,~ a■A, §

10% Student Discount"

f(!ance barre

&RE •OCAT • VAT· SAT
1MB I, 11, lll·ECFM&·FLEX·VQE
NATL DENTAL BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

Dancewear
leotards • tights • slippers

For Information Please Call,

2050 W. Devon
Chicago, 111. 60645
(312) ]64 -5151

_Skaters ••• Gymnasts~ •• Exercisers.~.

Swimmers ••• Ch~erteaders ••• Belly Dancers
HOURS:

5045 Oakton, Skokie, Ille

Weekdays 12 noon to 5 P•"'·
Saturdays 11 a.m. to·-4 p.m.
Clo-4 on Wnnesclayi ..

1

Flexible Programs & Hours

tJ"here IS• difference!!!

Suite 10- -

674-5064
on 2nd Floor

~-H

MPIJIN.

.Eouc,r,oNALCENTER •

SPm:Litrts";::.~~~~38

SPRING, SUMMER, - WINTER COMPACTS
MOST CLASSES START EIGHT WEEKS
PRIOR TO THE EXAM
STARTING SOON:
GMAT-OCAT-SAT-VAT-4 :WEEK LSAT
OTHER CENTERS CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223-H82
Centers in Maior US Cities Toronto, Puerto RifO and lugano, Switzerland

discrepancy existed between
the number of ballots cast and
the number of students who
voted , as indicated in the
student registers. (Specifically,
at the main campus there were
fourteen more voters than
_ballots, El Centro had twelve
more ballots than voters and
the CICS had nine more
ballots than voters.) Though
various reasons could have led
to the differences, the election
rules were clearly stated to all
who participated , and the
committee felt that the · Su,
preme Court should be consult-

ed.

j

Referendum Committee
Chairman Mitchell Braun added to his report that, on the
main campus, three students
came to vote, even though
their names had been crossed
out on the register as having
previously voted. The students
were allowed to vote, but their
ballots were set aside for a ·
decision on their validity.
Results of a referendum on
student fees must be approved
by the university president
and, subsequently, by the
Board of Governors of State
Colleges and Universities before they can be put into effect.

The smart way to go to school.
RT.6:sNew
Route 89.
Thesnap
course to your
courses.at
Northeastern.
Here 's how to make it in time
for Psych and Bio while you
even study enroute . Just pick .
up our new RTA bus route 89,
which provides service
between Northeastern U. and
Evanston via Lincolnwood and
Skokie . To get to school just
catch the bus along Crawford/
Pulaski or Church Street We 'll
take you right to the campus
on Bryn Mawr.
Of course, an important
factor that makes our way so
intelligent is the cost only 50
cents . For another 10 cents you
can buy a Transfer good for
RTA connecting routes as well
as CTA services.
If you 'd like to further your
transportation education, get a ~
map and timetable from the
~
Information Center.
"'Regional

I get arOUnd•
'

·

Transportation
Authority
.

'

.
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boiling pot
a section ol entertainment

New CCAB coTnmittee under way
by Jam• Privratsky
A new committee has been
· f~rmed in CCAB (Commuter
Center Activities Board) and
most of the students here
didn't even know about it.
The new CCAB Coffeehaus
Committee opened the Coffeehaus doors, this fall, for the
first time since its relocation.
Dear Deardra,
It's located in the Unicom
I am in love with my Earth Science teacher, and I think he
beneath the classroom buildlikes me, too. When he returns my papers there are always •extra
ing. The hours are 3:00 p.m. to
comments on them, that others don't get. Lately he seems to be
6:00 p.m. every Wednesday till
interested in my future. On the bottom of the last paper returned,
November 16. There will be a
he asked if I'd ever considered being a P.E. major.
.
free supply of coffee, tea, and
He really takes notice of me in class. It takes him quite a while
eats while they last.
to regain his composure after i raise my hand. Yesterday, I asked
This new Coffeehaus is
a question and when I was done speaking he said, "you're really
geared toward smaller perforsomething.''
mances in a very relaxed
How can I let him know that I love him, too?
atmosphere. We will try to
Signed,
feature a professional ' artist
Limestoned in Love
every week. Just a few weeks
ago, on September 14, Dave
Dear Stoned,
Rudolf got the new Coffeehaus
Drop the class.
off to a great start by
If you, too, have a problem, like "Limestoned in Love" submit it succeeding to send it through
to the Print office. An untrained individual will help in anyway various transformations depending on the songs he
possible.
performed. You might remem_ber him from last year's Steve
Goodman concert.
Along with the weekiy
naissan'ce to Rock. His part- entertainment, the Coffeehaus
by Kathy Brozek
Henry The Who? was my , ner, Fast Eddie, accompanied offers an Open Mike set. The
first reaction when I was first Henry by playing the banjo, idea of open mike is to offer all
asked to cover ·this story. I mandolin , guitar, and of aspiring talent an opportunity
received the same response -· course, the fiddle. Henry's first to display their ability to
from most people. Henry The numbers were two all time entertain. All forms of music
Fiddler is a unique and i.. favorites, "Ain't She Sweet" and comedy are welcome. I t is
talented man. I was really • and "Sweet Georgia Brown." constructed very informally on
impressed by his grand en- Also included, in the selections a first come first serve basis.
trance as he played the fiddle were "The Lee Highway This concept will be presented
while walking down the audi- Blues," "My Little Runaway", every Wednesday before and
torium stairs. Henry has "June Apple" ,- "The Boats- after the featured artists. If
travelled all across the country man", "Greensleeves" (rock there isn't any featured artist
playing everything from Refor that week, then open mike
(Cont'd on page 9)
will run the length of the
Coff~haus hours.
John Ben brought laughter
to the Coffeehaus on September 21. In order to warm up,
John sat next to some ·
surprised females and sang a
few songs. John then proceeded to, give the audience a
strong dose of his comical folk songs and ballads.

dear.

deardra

,H enry the who?

picture poll
by Cindy Hagerty

The performances on the
September 28 were all done by
amateurs. If they were anything like the previous ones,
all I can say is that this
University has plenty of young
talented students.
These next two weeks will
bring two fine guitar and
mandolin players, "Michael
Brook and Mark Weiss " on
October 5 and "J. B. & Co."
featuring guitar , flute, and
bass on October 12. For
further information keep an
eye open for Coffeehaus posters and Print announcements.
The Coffeehaus has been
designated as a meeting place
for you and that special
classmate. Imagine you and a
friend sitting in a corner booth
way in the back, sipping on a
fresh cup of coffee, listening to
a heart warming ballad and
whispering the ethics of Maoism. It's an excellent place for
day students to stop in and

Photo by Ann F. Holda.
indulge in a cup of coffee and a
sweet roll before that long ride
home. Night students can
come in and get a shot of
caffeine before that next
boring class.
The fun starts one and one
half hours after the Unicom
films and is open to anyone
who can -appreciate its purpose.
The new Coffeehaus Committee would like to invite all
interested students to join one
of the newest and most
prom1smg committees of
CCAB. If you 're interested call
ext. 505 or 506 by using .those
black phones you see on the
walls throughout the campus.
Ask for Jim Privratsky or
leave a message. If you can't
find a phone come to our
office, which is located above
the Book Nook. You can get
there by using the South-west
stairs, the ones closest to the
gym.

WHAT -IS THE MOST INTERESTING COURSE YOU ARE TAKING?

Alison Levin
Senior-Elementary Education;
Nonverbal Communication

Brian Emanuel
Senior-Biology :
Genetics

Regina Scott
Junior-Special Education:
Introduc_tion to Sociology

Jim Jura
Sophomore-Biology :
Biology of Organisms

Lynda Myers
Junior-Sociology
Philosophy 1of Feminism
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by Dan Pearson

THE KENTUCKY FRIED that is being brash, bawdy,
MOVIE is aimed at a genera- and brisk. What it lacks in
tion with limited attention subtlety, it repays in concept.
spans .~ It moves swiftly
The targets chosen by the
through parodies of past and KFM are totally defenseless
current television program- against the lampooning they
ming, commercials, and movie get and so richly deserve. But
trailers. If you aren't laughing the largest and easiest unat what you are briefly seeing sacred cow that this film
now, have patience. There is tackles is the martial arts film.
sure to be something to tickle This segment, entitled "A
your funny bone appearing Fistful of Yen", is produced by
momentarily.
• the mythical Hollywood moThe problem with this rapid gul, Samuel L. Bronkowitz.
fire presentation is that the This is the man who has also
viewer has little time to relish brought to the screen such
or retain a clever turn of classics as YOUNG CATHOphrase, an absurd situatin, or LIC GIRLS IN TROUBLE,
the ever popular pun. Defense THAT'S ARMAGEDDON,
Attorney: "(speaking to his and a personal favorite, CLEOclient) I'd like you to follow me P A TRA. SCHWARTZ, in
to the south end of the which a young hip black chick
courtroom." Prosecuting At- teams up and marries a .
torney: "Your honor, I object. mousey Hasidic Jew and
Counsel is leading the wit- together take on the ghettos
ness."
leading riffraff.
Film comedies · have been
"A Fistful of Yen" could be
lacking the necessary focal nearly the funniest oriental
point this summer and it looks takeoff since Woody Allen's
like the trend is continuing WHAT'S UP TIGER LILY.
into the fall season. THE The kung-fu Bruce Lee lookaLAST REMAKE OF BEAU like speaks with a speech
GESTE had some inspired impediment. His arch foe , who
moments which couldn't sus- deals in drugs, gambling,
tain the entire picture. Direc- women and motion picture
tor Marty Feldman went producing, has a detachable
anywhere to get a laugh and hand that can be replaced with
. the straining showed. Like- everything from a blow dryer
wise, Alan Arkin '. s, FIRE
to a flame thrower. This is the
SALE, wasted a talented cast film's longest and most carewith a concept that read fully crafted sequence.
funnier than it played.
While most of the vignettes
Now the
KENTUCKY produced favorable reactions
FRIED MOVIE is being there was one spot in par_ticuunleashed- to a prec~j;ditioned ' lar of genuine bad taste. The
audience. The KF Movie displeasure of the preview
follows in the hallowed footaudience was obvious at a
steps of GROOVE TUBE and
public service announcement
the iiot so hallowed footsteps
by Henry Gibson. He is one of
of TUNNELVISION as a
the few recognizable actors in
motion picture Mad magazine
the production. Others include
which really brings home the
Bill Bixby, Donald Sutherland,
laughs . ' Directed by John and George Lazen~y. the
Landis and written by Jerry
instant trivia question.
Zucker, Jim Abrahams and
Gibson's spot dealt with
David Zucker, (who comprise how to recognize the signs of
the "Kentucky Fried Theatre"
death and what to do when
an improvisation group operatthey occur. ' '. Don't try to talk.
ing out of Los Angeles) have
Don't drive a car. Don't
fashioned a motion picture operate heavy machinery."

· LeG.rande Bourgeouise

,.

-

'Ke.ntucky Fried Movie'
an extra crispy comedy;
'Le Grande Bourgeoise-'
a soppy tragedy
\

\~~; I

---

f~

Scene irvm Kentucky .Frieci Movie.
Nothing distasteful yet but
when Gibson went on to
describe an organization that
instructs the ·bereaved to keep
the family unit together after
death by seating the deceased
at the dinner table for meals,
carting the loved one, (in this
case, a small boy) to football
games, the natives in the
audience were.getting restless.
To calm the troubled waters,
the writers tossed in such
following tidbits as a spot
news flash. Announcer: "I'm
not wearing any pants. Film at
ten." This was followed ~losely
by a bizarre look at the
possibilities of one of the
Eyewitness news teams in
action.
THE KENTUCKY FRIED
MOVIE has more in common
with oriental cooking than it
does with Colonel Harlan
Sanders ' homegrown American
product. While you're watching this movie you 're usually
laughing, but one hour after
you_'ve seen the credits roll,
you're hungry again.
Lack of real substance is
alS"o the . problem of LE ·
GRANDE BOURGOISE. The
Italian film deals exhaustively

with the love of a brother for
business . In LE GRANDE
his sister. A love so strong he
BOURGEOISE he doesn't
would murder her overbearing ·- waste an instance when they
and boorish husband to make
can be used to good advanher life less complicated.
tag~. His final pleading with
N atural.ly, murder leads to
the jury to find his sister
more complications than the
innocent of any wrongdoing
helpful brother intended.
would melt the heart of Perry
The brother and potent ial
Mason.
murderer is played by GiancarThe.overdramatics and soap
lo Giannini, a veteran of
opera secrets weigh down what
several Lina W ertmuller films
was once, possibly, a new
including SEVEN BEAUTIES
attempt at recreating modern
where he dispatches the lover
Greek tragedy. The actions of
of his sister in that film and
the children of a prominent
ships the body out of the city
Socialist doctor send the
in several suitcases. The plan
family into shame and ruin.
is nothing so gruesom this
Ferndando Rey (Gene Hacktime. A simple undetectable
man's foe in THE FRENCH
poison has been chosen.
CONNECTION) as their fathThe sister and recipiant· of
er, bears the disgrace with
all this adoration is played by
staunch dignity and soulful
Catherine Deneuve with a
looks that rival Giannini's in
heavy veil. The camouflage
intensity. A political subplot
cannot disguise the physical
never really develops and what
beauty of this actress and
director Mauro Bolognini has
that, and the lush turn of the
left us with, is something
century location photography
pretty to sit and watch. Like a
in Venice and Bologna are the
plastic cake in a bakery
highlights of the drama.
window, LE GRANDE BOURGiannini has some of the
GEOISE presents a striking
image that's inedible.
most expressive eyes in the
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not to "physically resist, "
least in theory, because Taithemselves in their moveChi teaches you how to
ments. For all of basically lazy
" balance" life and situations
people, since heavy breathing
so t hat it won't be necessary
puts an unnatural . strain on · to resist a physical attack. The
the heart, Tai-Chi exercised do
principles of Yin and Yang are
not make you pant; they are,
put you in touch with yourself,
involved
in this "balancing",
Tai-Chi ·is believed to have
in fact beautiful to wa,tch (as
· to teach you to "go inside" of
by Sue Lamb
since they are abstract terms
sprung from a 4,000-year-old
soon as you get over the initial
yourself in order to master and
"May The , Force be with
for the interplay of energy in
Chinese religion called Taoism.
urge
to giggle). The motions . nature, Yin being "yielding,
develop your mind and your
you." One of the main
According to Gary, there is an
body. Through Tai-Chi you .are fluid and totally free of
fascinating, supposedly ficreceptive and female" and
old Chinese proverb which
jerky action, something like
can come to truly understand
tional concepts that the movie
Yang being the "positive,,
holds that "The Tao that can
ballet in slow motion.
yourself and the universe as an
"Star Wars" made famous was
aggressive and male" counterNow, here is the "The
part.
that of "The Force", a
Force" phenomena I men-1
mind-over-matter phenomenon
Tai-Chi students learn how
tioned earlier. Although I
incorporating elements of quato use these two · components
could discern no specific name of energy to achieve harmony
si-religious faith, positive
for
it, (Gary simply referred to
thinking, strength of personal
within both themselves and'
the concept as "energy" or with interpersonal relationwill and character, and the
"life-forced"): Tai-Chi proships.
idea of an all-pervasive Cosmic
motes
"true mental developEnergy which could be harPracticed "properly, diliment," which , is, above all,
nessed and utilized by man for
gently and consistently", · this
eliminating conflict, When you art wiU put you "in control of
his own purposes. There is a
are totally at peace with your your desires and instincts"
martial art being practiced
mind,
you are relaxed through- (most people are not as much ·
today which has as its main
out
your
entire being, and in control of these things -as
principle these same elements
Students of Tai-Chi, after they wish to believe).
and ·s tudents of it claim tha;
about two years of practicing .
something very similar to
Tai-Chi, although not too
the art, are able to control this well knqwn in the U.S. , is
what Star Wars called "The
life energy and direct it to any currently very popular in
Force" is alive and well and
part of their body they wish. China; people practice it in
above all, REAL.
'.
In other words, this energy parks, on their lunchbreaks, ·
Tai-Chi Chuan (pronounced
force
"powers" your mind, etc.
Tie Chee Chuan), I learned
which
controls your body and
from Gary Lundgren, who is
It has just become available
through Tai-Chi, you can get to the masses in the last
an instructor of this martial
Tai-Chi instructor Gary Lundgren.
in touch with this energy ,and century, being considered beart, translates from Chinese to
transmit it through your fore then to be such a high art
be
told
is
not
·
the
Eternal
ordered
whole
of
which
you
are
.
mean "Supreme Ultimate
a part.
physical body which becomes a that it was held between a
Fist". It is an Internal Tao.", so in explaining .TaoAs Gary observes, most_ "vehicle for power," analogous select few and passed down
System, which means ·it ism, you supposedly defeat
other
single systems designed ·to an electric current. Theo- carefully through the generafocuses as much on your
your purpose. (That's the
to
help
people achieve and retically, if you practice this tions. One -reason for it ' s .
mind and internal organs and ·trouble with these ancient
maintain
good
health turn out martial art, "properly, dilli- relative scarcity in the states
systems as on your externally
Chinese deals; you just have
to be extremely good in one gently, and consistently", you is that although there ·are now
visible body whose appearance
to take someone's non-word for
area but deficient in others (for will one day be able to utilize many teachers in the instruccan be altered ( such as
it until you find out for
instance,
jogging, currently this tremendous energy for tion heirarchy, there are few
muscles, which although are
yourself what they didn't
popular, improves legs, heart physical purposes such as masters.
technically inside your skin,
mean.) But a rough sufficient
and lungs but does nothing for · self-defense.
can be developed to project explanation of the goals of
Through the meditation and
(Sounds far out? Not neces- physical discipline exercises of
toning arm muscles).
themselves conspicuou_sly to T:aoism is. " to achiev{l Action
· ·Tai-Chi is "all-inclusive"; it sarily, in view of the recent Tai-Chi, ("moving ·meditaoutside observation) .. "Hard- through Non-action and to
is not only designed to tone all proof of an aura of energy, tion") you can achieve true
style" systems (External) such employ spiritual meditation to
your muscles, but also to detected by super-sensitive good health mentally, physias the popular Karate and become "in harmony with the
develop your internal systems, cameras, which surrounds cally, and emotionally. Tai-Chi
Aikido, are on the opposite end natural laws of the universe" .
particularly
the nervous sys- every living thing. It is simply disciplines your life, and as
of a continuum with Tai-Chi; When you have reached this
tem. The nervous system, you a matter of whether or not you Gary Lundgren says, "Discithe co~tinuum, of course, state, you are said to be at
will remember from freshmen wish to believe that there is a pline is synonymous with
contains many other martial "One With The Tao", "The
biology,
is very important to way to reach and control it. ) success."
arts incorporating bot h hard Tao" also being called · "the
keep functioning well because However, t his ability takes
and internal systems in their Absolute" or the "True Self" .
Gary Lundgren who has
it has a hot-line to both your years to develop , and is not a been studying Tai-Chi for five
principles and practices.
The purpose of Tai-Chi is to
mind the rest of your body and . " Sensation Show" , so do not years under Master W aysun
can drag them along with it if expect to see if demonstrated Liao and Lao-Su (Lowt-Soo)
it is folded , spindled or just to prove its existance. As meaning teacher in Chinese .
. mutilated.) Tai-Chi movements Gary says, "Sure there are a Dave Mishlove, also teaches
and principles being in har- lot of people who would say basic exercises of the art at the
by Duane Cerny
t he newer. Both A and B wing
mony with the laws of nature, it's b-·····t, but all t hey have to Academy of Tai-Chi Culture,
On close inspection t here are are fine examples of t hi s
its exercise postures put the do is come down to the school 4409 ·w. Oakton in Skokie.
literally dozens of half-hidden " defacement-decorum ," the arnatural weight of the body of and see it done by a master of
walls about campus which tistry abounding off many a
the art, and there would be no
skeletal
structures that are
reflect a cert ain degree of creaiive .wall. If " read" and
doubt in their minds as to its
Beginning with October 7, a
weak , (no broken bones,
talent. From rough graphics "viewed" carefully, a veritable
existance.' '
Mini-U course in basic Tai-Chi
strains, sprains or doctor
riveling that of Picasso, to history of Alumni can be seen,
'
However, this harnessing of will be taught here , by him.
bills.) Tai-Chi becomes effortwording rivaling the likes of the walls almost reflecting the
energy
or
the
life-force
is
not
·less;
students
of
the
art
learn
Redd Foxx, the list of creative tracings of a dead civilization.
necessary for self-defense, at
endeavors is endless. And for
If, for some reason, a tour
the most part, so is the wall should ever be given , the
space.
number one "must" would
have to be a certain cubicled
There seems to be a definite room which are both in A and
(cont'd from pa~e 7)
sub -culture of artists and B wings. This room and the
writers here whose works are walls within are of the ultimate
bashfully scrawled across any in creative ingenuity. Either ta
and slow version), a Scottish
available surface . . Tables,
medley, "Mickey Mouse", and
janitor's nightmare or a voychairs, but most importantly
of course that -all time foot
eur's fantasy, the poetry,
walls, seem to be the basic graphics, phone numbers, and
stompin' favorite "Turkey In
sketch pad for all creative a variety of other things which
The Straw". For those of you
individuals. Shyly, they seek adorn darkened corners, are
who missed Henry The Fiddler
attention through their work, simply outrageous. In certain
you really missed a great show
striving to be "viewed" and places the walls resemble more
and some good old fashioned
"read" alike. These primative a message board or a social
country-style music. The
forms of expression are the directory than a simple plasteJ
crowd was small but very
only means which some indi- divider.
responsive. Henry also has an
viduals have to truly release
album out on the newly titled
In essence, the threat is
Fiddlededoo label and is priced
creativity in a healthy manner. ''bathrooms beware.'' SomeIn a. sense, their artistry can where in that vast mass of at $6.00. It was really an
enjoyable afternoon of good
either be looked upon as a · student body are expressive
music. The kind that makes ya
hobby or a sickness.
hands of uncontrollable force.
wanta "set a spell and take
~ The older phases of the
Now far be it • from me to
Northeastern campus seem to condemn someon~;else's kicks·,
your shoes off." Henry The
show a much more profound "" but also it . should _'be noted
Fiddler, ya'll come back now
ya hear?
release of graffiti than that of that playful~es~ ·ha~ it~ price.
Henry the fiddler. [Photo by Cindy Hagerty)

Lungren a master of the
Inind with Tai-Chi

Ainerican graffi_ti

Henry the ·fiddler
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New library adds more
services for students'
·s tudy habits

Library Director Mel George is silouetted by library skylight. (Library Photos by Judy Macior)

Whitefield, the
new Senate V.P.
by Robert J. Kosinski
The Student Senate of
Northeastern has accepted
Senate President Jim Payette's appointment of Harold
Whitfield as that body's
vice-president at the meeting
on September 26. Whitfield, a
chemistry major, has been a
member of the Senate for
about six months. He succeeds
Brent Leatherman in that
position.
Duties of the vice-president
include taking over the Presidential responsibilities in the
President'~absence, and assuring the proper publicity as
required by the Senate.
At the September 26 Senate
meeting, a member of the Tau
Kappa Epsilon Fraternity
(TKE) approached the assembly with the idea of sponsoring
homecoming festivities for the
football season. Mike Palazon
told the senate tha_t his group
had agreed to make the
arrangements for the tradition-

al basketball homecoming, but
wi~h an additional $600 from
the senate, another dance
could be arranged for sometime in October. After some
discussion, the Senate expressed the feeling that the
funds in the senate budget did
not warrant the funding of two
homecomings, and President
Payette asked the fraternity to
approach the Athletic Board
so they could decide which
homecoming they preferred.
TKE has the option of coming
back to the senate in the
future after the board comes to
a decision.
The senate did approve an
allocation of $360 for air fare
for two students to make a
workshop presentation to a ·
Society for Ethnic and Special
Studies conve-~1tion in New
Orleans.
The next Student Senate
meeting will be on Monday,
October 9 at 7 pm in Room
CC-216.

by Judy Mador
The beginning of the fall
term marked the opening of
what was in the planning
stages 8 years ago - UNI's
new Library. The new four
story structure, located behind
the commuter center, which
was built to house 450,000
volumes (currently housing
345,000 volumes), and employs
59 staff and 40 student aides,
already had over 2,000 visitors
a day even before classes
began. ·
The library services· include
individual and group study
rooms, study carols, a classroom for library instruction or
extensive library use, six
lounges (one vending and two
non-smoking) 345,000 volumes
of materials, and plenty of
comfortable study areas.
There is also an information or
reference desk on each floor
and in the lower level so as
soon as students get off the
elevator they can have assistance in locating materials.
Northeastern is a part of the
Library Council's Reciproc1:1l
Borrowing Plan which allows
students, faculty, and staff
from the seven universities
involved in this program to
check out books and use
reference materials. The other
libraries available to Ul'cl
students through this progran.
are Chicago State University
(Douglas Library located at
95th Street at Martin Luther
King Drive in Chicago; phone
995-2341 ), DePaul University
(Lewis Center Library at 25
East Jackson Boulevard in
Chicago; phone 321-7619), De
paul University (Lincoln Park
Campus Library at 2323 N.
Seminary in Chicago; phone
321-7930), Governors State
University (Learning Re-

Vending areas add relief to library study.

sources Center located on
Stuenkel Road between Governors Highway and Crawford
Ave, in Park Forest South;
phone 534-5000 ext . 2327 ),
Illinois Institute of Technology (James S. Kemper Li. brary located at 35 West 33rd
St., in Chicago; phone
225-2526 ext. 41 ), Illinois
In~titute of Technology (Stewart Business Library located at
10 West 31st Street in
Chicago; phone 567-5136),
Northeastern's Center for Inner City Studies (located at
700 East Oakwood Boulevard
in Chicago; phone 268-7500
ext. 66 or 67), Roosevelt ·
University (Murray Green Library located at 430 S.
Michigan Ave. in Chicago;
phone 341-3630 or 3659), and
University of Illinois at Chicago Circle (located at 801 S.
_Morgan St. in Chicago; phone
996-2726). Materials between
the main campus of UNI (on
Bryn Mawr) and the South
campus (CICS) can be sent
from one center to the other.
Members of the Community
Listeners Program can also
check out UNI books and use
reference materials.
Northeastern library hours
are: Monday thru Thursday -

8 am to 10 pm ; Friday - 8 am
to 6 pm; and Saturday 9 am to
6 pm. (Closed on Sunday).
Students should check the
hours of the reciprocal borrowing libraries for hours that
may be more convenient for
them. The decision hasn't been
made as yet concerning the
opening of the library until
midnight three weeks before
finals. This was done as a trial
basis previously as asked by
the student senate. The lower
.floor of the library has a
separate entrance and can be
closed off from the rest of the
building which could be untili-zed if further experiments ,
were to take place involving
extension of hours.
· Library Director Mel George
has many innovative plans for
the future that he hopes can
become a reality someday like
providing library services for
the other satellite centers and
extension programs and installing an automated circulation
system, just to name a few.
Mr. George encourages students and faculty to use the
suggestion box (first floor,
reference desk) and said that
he responds to signed suggestions or comments.

We are opening ~r house to you

THE

. Chinese Buffet'

Harriers fail in
S~hellong tourney

Enjoy the Smorgasbord
of Oriental _Delights
.. .
lunch $2.79 ' dinner S4.25 .''
All You Can Eat!

New Hours:
Monday thru Friday
Lunch 11 :00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Dinner 5:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Saturday & Sunday
Lunch 11 :00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Dinner 4:00 r,.m. - 9:00 p.m.

5854 N. LINCOLN

334■ 5252

Carabez and Chris Daniele led
by John Stepal
Last Friday Northeastern's the team, running the four. harriers began the season by mile distance in 24: 19 and
'participating in the annual 24:23, respectively. Unfortun· Ray Schellong Invitational. ately, this put them far off the
They finished eighth out of pace in 36th and 37th place, as
nine teams with 218 points. Wheaton ' s Dan Henderson
Wheaton won the meet with a won the meet in 20:15.
The only team the Eagles
total of 20.
To show the uncertainty were able to beat was Elmregarding cross country so far hurst, but they only finished
this year, UNI entered the two points behind Judson . An
invitational with six runners, encouraging note, though, is
· but only four of them had been that Northeastern's schedule is
practicing- before Friday's much easier than last year,
match . Consequently, our and hopefully UNI will be
· times were not as good as they more competitive in upcoming
might have been. Hector meets.

.>

.
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'.Heidette:
' When Miss Vicki was last here,
and we were analyzing tpe area
of " buM" you,,.,,,,gawu,tlre
pleasure of your opinion! Could
you please reply to our query as
we are. sitting on pins and
needles?!
Ouchi
Mra.G·

once.
Love,
Your City /Country Girl

personals

Randy D.
Give me a ring (736-1035) ~r
drop over your help is needed in

DEAR ARON:

I ERUSAERT YREVE TNE ~
MOM HTIW UOY. RUOY SSIK musical notes - remember? On
SDNES YM ERUTAPMET 9-30-77 in CLS. 0-OU after 2. Or
call ext. 556.
EVOBA ELACS OTNI YTINIF•
NI DNA NEHT EMOS. "EREHT
R.J .W.
ERA SEMIT NEWH I MA P.S. Next time you eat at I-HOP
YAWA MORF UOY TAHT I •don't be so stuck up, say hi.
LEEF YM REVEN GNIDNE
EMOL EVOL ROF UOY GNI WORG OTNI A GNIRUB ERIS·
ED OT EVAH UOY NI YM
SMRA GNIKAM ETANOISSAP LAUREL, GLADYS AND NILDA,
EVOL TO OUY.
LOVE EKIM
Hi! I thought I'd just sit
__ _ __ _ _________
mayself down and write you guys
His Highness, the Court Jester:
a personal and here it is! In a
Did you k(no)w the muffin, couple of weeks (after I get my
man. Your performance last homework all done UGH!!!) we}ll
Friday was of the Highest all get together for lunch (Bonnie
standards.
too) . • . In the meantime ?18Ybe
p S When's the wedding and we'll run into each other m the
can ·I ·bring the flower tops.'
• hallways and Laurel, I'll keep
His Highness, King of the world calling you at 9:00 so you have to
_______________
call me back!
To the Citizens and Nobility of the
Perfect of F ARGONIA, of the
Kingdom of GONZO:
I, as the highest of the nobility,
do, entreat all those sympathetic
to our cause, to join in a unified
struggle against the forces of -evil
that exist at UNI , especially
freens. Man (as in old) you Bongs.
His Highness, King of the World.
DEAR JOE,
I LOVE AND MISS YOU!
MERRY CRINKLES.
HONEYBUNNY
GAIL:
Thank you for your continued
help in Stats.

-BARB
SUNSHINE GIRL:
If love was wat.er, the oceans

couldn't hold my feelings for you!
LOVE, TIGER PANTS
Mr. Trumpet:

YOU KNOW numbers 1 and 211
Ma.F.Hom

- - - .-----------

Happy Birthday Rosina!

We all hope you have a great
day tomorrow and to remind you
to bring the leftovers with you
Monday!! .It's going to be Old
Maida Day in your honor! Just
Kiddingttl!!

foe.

Thanks for always being my
friend and tennis partner.
Tom E. Hall

To Female Students,
Lambda Sigma Alpha Soroity
invites YOU to attend our Rush
meetings on Oct. 4th & 6th, in

Rosina

~m C3071 at 1:00. Don't miaa
this opportunity, because it could
change your life.

LET'S!?

SWAN LAKE
Your Chemistry Partner

Tim,

You're a movie star. Do you
think that you can get me a job. I
can learn to act.

Time is natures way of preventing everything from happening at

------ - ----- ~--

. FIVER

These are interesting and responsible _positi~m ~ _available
im mediately on all shifts for mature, reltable md1v1duals_to
help us better serve passengers. If you 're a student seekmg
part-time employment, retired and looking fo r .w<?rk, or are
at least 18 years of age, a U._S. citizen wi~h no cnmmal record
and interested in a c~reer m the world s largest and bu siest
airport, apply in person. ·

For de tails, apply in person :

ANDY FRAIN, INC.
122 1 N. LaSall e
Chi ca go, Ill. 6 061 0

(31 2) 943-8989
A n Eq u a l Opportunity ·Emp lo y er m l{

You know that I didn't mean
that cnck. Everyone knows that
you're bet ter looking than Brent. I
mean y ou ' re the best, right?
Forgiven?
Di

------ ----- - ---

To the nobility of Fargonia:
Remember Smokey (the Kid)
the Bear says: ONLY YOU CAN
BLOW COCKROACHES!!! !'
CAPTAINISREAL,COURT
. JESTER, MIDNIGHT VOLLEYBALL,.!?
BONNIE: [N.D. 11),

Hi! By the time you read this all
the Anthropology will be done
(ha-ha). By the way, since Kevin's
no doubt reading this too, happy
birthday!!! Well, I've run out of
things to say so . . . I'll say
goodbye.
-BARAD [N.S. 12)
p .S. Irving says hi to Kosher
Canary.
KARIN,
You are going to save me money
in stamps. All I have to do now is
dump the stuff in your mailbox.
JIM
V.P.D.K.
I would have, but you wanted
to lead.

BARBARA
" . . . Higher and harder and
faster and farther than I've ever
go11._, .. "
KRIS

.

JOAN
I need a job. Get on the ball!
JIM ·
PIC
Have you started making any
plans for the camping trip? If not,
you had better start. I need to g!t
away for a while.
ROBERT REDFORD

FREE WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY : A group of photographers is looking for an
attractive model-type bride and
groom getting married in the
months of October or early
November. Bride and groom will
be asked to pose for pictures
one week before the wedding for
outdoor and studio portriature.
Interested? Call 448-2222.

----------

--.- -

-.

. FOR SALE : '68 . ' Dodge
Dart for sale. Basic· transport&·
tion. $125.00 729-5657 keep trying!
FOR SALE : 1971 Firebird,
ps, pb, am•fm 8 track stereo like

for rent

Di,

You're my favorite DI when it
comes to certain Adventures.
L&K; J.A.

---- ----------C.L.

I love you, I love you, & you're
cute.
LOVE•
J.C.A.

---- - --- - ------

DELUCA,
You've got a dinomite body.

Serious student looking for
place to call home. Can afford
$70-$90 a month rent. Near NIU
prefered. ·Can 965-2052 _after 6PM
ask for Bob.

--------------.FOR RENT : 31/1 room apart-

ment - 1 bedroom. Large rooms
- Huge Kitchen. Located: Bryn
Mawr? Kimball. Avallahle Nov. 1,
1977. $190.00 Call: 583-2839

--------------HOUSING: If anyone knows

Gueswho

----------.,...----

Seventy-five points for John , about a two-bedroom apartment
9/28/77.
. where· they take pets either in
northside Chicago or Evanston,
please call me, X760, Paula.
Shire,

---------------

Thank you for proving. that
there is a reason for believing in
you. You are always numero uno.
Lips.

------------ ----------------Five points for Di, 9/20/77.
------ ---------

Twenty points for Cindy, 9/ 20/ 77.

JOBS FOR PSYCH STUDENTS:
An up-to-date listing of jobs is
available in the Careers
Psychology Office, S-313D.

OPEN FOR LVNCH

lhliidden

cove

OPEN AT ·
11 AM DAILY

L.H.

,----------------------·
COUPON · -..

ease.

H .B.

Lynne,
I still dig you a lot, and I think .
you play tennis very well, we
will have to play more often.
Good in small places.
[giap)

FOR SALE : 1970 FORD
STATION WAGON _375.00 OR
OFFER. 545-7667

new radials a lot of new parts, 350
Six puppies looking for good cu. in. 3 apd. SllOO .. 784-1744. ,.
•home only. Will be six weeks old
Oct. lat. Mother is cocker spaniel
and poodle. Will be small dogs. FOR SALE : Double bed; mat'
Call A.S.A.P. so you can have lat • treas, box spring, frame and
pick but all are healthy, perky, bookcase headboard. $75.00 or
unique and full of love and kis&N. · beat offer. Call Rich at 539-9756.
Call: Terri or Mike: 276-2351

HAWKEYE

AVPBAC
We had such a good time that
we are still talking about it. If you
get tired of your job here, maybe
you can get a job as a pilot. [boat
driver)
"THE GANG"

FOR SALE : Double bed ;
mattreaa, ~x spring, frame and
book;ase headboard. $75.00 or
best offer. Call Rich at 539-9756.

"Still wondering if your hair
ever gets messed"

yet?

.
It's nice having you around
all the time. I'm glad you made
that decision: you seem more at

for sale

them.

Did you hand in the petition

O'HARE AIRPORT

Doc,

HEART-BREAKER

MITCH

Airline Passenger
Screeners

Fifty points for Di, 9/26/77.

sss

DEAR LAURA,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU
_ OCTOBER 5 - I LOVE
YOU.
"L2"

_________ __ _

BOBO
· Tell me, What's in it .for you?
Jim

the new secretary. Also, I'm sorry
about your Grandmother. I do
care but can't say it in words.

Holly,
I dig short girls wit h talents
which extend beyond physical
appearance.

To mix these t wo pursuits, a lot
of men are eager - I'm not one of

Congratulationaon becoming

Adrian,

Happy happy birthday, number
one! You Libra women have got it
all, beauty, brains, and the ability
to be warm and loving to friend or

afar. Though I 'm silent, my love
grows stronger with ·every day.
' J.,opil

Terri [f~om I!alian) : Are y ou
married, going_ to _school, or
what?? Call_ me, lost your
number. How's John??_,.deb

DOC,
I don't believe all this a-word.
JIMMY CARTER

Rosina! 111111

Katy, Your being admired from

sell a Big Mac. deb

Your pals
from T.o.p. club

Peace, Rich

Happy Birthday on 10-1-77.
Let's go out and celebrate. Let's
LIVE, LOVE AND LAUGHl!I

Sheryl: Think of me next time you
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FREE -

1 Pilcher of a -with the pun:hue
of a Medium Pitta.

FREE -

2 Pitchers of
with the
purch11e of I L ■ rge P iu■ •

50~ OFF -

a..,

.Any Luncheon Order.

L..-------------------~---SUNDAYMovleNite, 10:30p.m.

TUES. & THURS. -

Ladles NIie, All
UftHCOrted ladle s JM Y Sf for. drink.

LOUNGE · ·P U B

5338 N. Lineoln
784-9838

\

in
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sports.

Eagles suffer first loss
by John Stepal
If you think last week's
Bear game was disheartening,
b e glad you weren't in
Appleton, Wisconsin last Saturday when our Eagles lost to
Lawrence in a very similar
fashion. UNI could not stop
the Vikings on critical plays,
and the resulJ was that
Northeastern had to play
catch-up the entire game. Just
when I had given the Eagles
up for dead, they came back on
an electrifying sixty-yard run
by Bob Perlowski. Unfortun-

ately, time ran out on the
Eagles, just as it had elapsed
on the Bears, and we lost our
first game, 27-21.
Coach Dan Lanno started
John Ireland at quarterback,
probably due to the latter's
effectiveness in last week 's
upset win over Ferris State.
Today did not prove to be as
successful for Ireland, though,
as he completed just 3 of 12
passes, and twice fumbled the
snap from center. The first one
was harmless, as Mike Rogers
intercepted a Viking pass, but

Tennis women compete
in Millikin match
by Kathy Digaudio
couple of victories. Our nuniNortheastern's women 's tenber one doubles team, Lori
nis team is playing its first · Franco and Kathy DiGaudio,
important tournament of the
defeated Whitewater, 7-5, 6-3.
season today at Millikin
Laura Wasik, playing 4th
University in Decatur. The . singles, also won her match in
annual Millikin t ournament
straight sets.
features some of the best
Other results from last
competition in the Midwest,
week: Northeastern (now 5-5)
including the Big Ten Confer- lost to St. ·Francis by a score
ence, . and is equalled in
of 9-2, but came back later in
competitive level only by the
the week to post victories over
state championship.
Oakton (5-4) and Trinity (7-2).
Last weekend the tef)m
UNI was also defeated by
participated in a triangular
Wheaton, (8-1). This proved to
meet at Northern Illinois
be a costly match as top-seedUniversity in DeKalb. The ed Laura Zwolfer's knee gave
meet featured, in addition to out in the second game of the
the home team, Wisconsin- first set. Laura had to retire
Water. _UWW proved to be the from the match and was still
best team by defeating both unable to play the following
Northern Illinois and UNI. week at Northern. Hopefully
Despite team losses to both she will be back on her feet
NIU and UWW, Northeastern again in time for upcoming
did. manage to scrape up a tournaments.

the second set up a Lawrence
field goal to make the score
10-0. The Vikings had scored
earlier in the first quarter on a
34 yd. TD pass to their tight
end.The first quarter ·may have
been Northeastern's worst this
season. Their three possessions
began at their own 29, 25 and
32 yd. lines, and not until
Perlowski ' s entrance could
UNI manage a first down.
Even that took some doing, as
the Eagles waited almsot
the entire quarter before seeing
the official signal a Northeastern first down. It wasn't long
.after, though, that the Eagles
began asserting themselves a
bit .more. After a fumble .
recovery by Jim D'Antonio on
the Eagle 7, UNI put together
a drive which finally got them
into Viking territory. It was on
this possession that one of the
game ' s heartbreaking plays
occurred, as Perlowski threw a
long pass to an open Bob
Gloppe, who had run a deep
· post pattern, only to hit off his
outstretched hand and fall
incomplete.
The drive stalled, but the
Eagles had at least shown
some signs of offense, and they
scored on a 51 yd. march when
they regained possession. The

running game was starting to
jel, and Bob Falk, who played
an outstanding game, (20
carries for 106 yards), caught a
26 yd. TD pass from Perlowski ·
on a fourth and five situation
to narrow Lawrence's m_a rgin
to just three points.
· The mistakes which were
overlooked in the Eagles' first
two victories now became
painfully obvious, as UNI
fumbled the ball twice in the
last ninety seconds of the half.
Only Bill Pretzer's interception
in the ep.d zone saved the
Eagles from being behind more
than the 13-7 halftime score .
Lawrence hiked their lead to
thirteen points early in the
third quarter but UNI got the
TD back in the final period as
Falk ran over from the six.
The Vikings came up with the
big play once again, however,
and scored on a 23 yd. pass.
With 9:44 left, the score was
27-17, and the game, seemingly, was over.
Almost.
UNI needed a bfg play
pronto, and Perlowski responded by executing a brilliant
option play and running the
ball to the Viking 8. Three
plays later the junior quarterback threw a quick slant-in to

-To~ Mm-tin for the touchdown.
which cut the Vikings' lead to
six.
Northeastern had 6: 15 left
to get the game-winning TD.
Unfortunately, they could not
sustain a drive of any
consequence, even though they
had three chances with the
ball, and they suffered their
first defeat of 1977.
Truthfully, the Eagles did
not play well at all, and
probably did not deserve to
win. They committed five
turnovers, were called for
movement on offense another
five times, and Perlowski and
Ireland were thrown for a total
of 78 yards lost. UNI,
however, did not sack Lawrence's passer at all, and
consequently, the Vikings always seemed to come up with
the big play ·just when they
needed it most.
If UNI had played Lawrence
last year, the point difference
would ' ve been about thirty
instead of six. The Eagles will
get another chance to show
their improvement Saturday,
as they host Grand Valley,
who embarrassed them in '76,
26-0. There are only twq home
games left after this, so don't
miss tl_ie opportunity to see
UNI avenge themselves.
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Eagles
Boom
3110 w. Peterson Ave.
Chicago, Ill. 60659

338-5800
We Guarantee ...

more
more
more

* ch••••
* mushrooms
* sausage

1/2 OFF ANY PIZZA

With .lrller For Another Pim (Same Size)

·
'
*
;·

.

goes
super

sandwich

..

SH-OP.

Evenings: Mon. - Thurs.
fl:om 4:30 p.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Coll for menu to be moiled or stop in1
Corner Peterson & Llncoln
Eat here . or toke out .
Visit our beautiful 200 seat restaurant
_The Very Best in Food and Service.

-

IIIIT CICITIILS
ICE COLD BEEi II FROSTED nis'

Choose from a large
selection of 'Sµper'
sandwiches and Pizzas.
Located across from the BOOK NOOK

